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Some or all works by this author were published
before January 1, 1929, and are in the public
domain worldwide because the author died at
least 100 years ago. Translations or editions
published later may be copyrighted. Posthumous
works may be copyrighted based on how long
they have been published in certain countries and
areas.
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About this digital edition
This e-book comes from the online library Wikisource. This
multilingual digital library, built by volunteers, is
committed to developing a free accessible collection of
publications of every kind: novels, poems, magazines,
letters...

We distribute our books for free, starting from works not
copyrighted or published under a free license. You are free
to use our e-books for any purpose (including commercial
exploitation), under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 Unported license or, at your
choice, those of the GNU FDL.

Wikisource is constantly looking for new members. During
the transcription and proofreading of this book, it's possible
that we made some errors. You can report them at this page.
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